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Skye Michiels is here to connect, empower, and cultivate 

kindness. He is a dad, entrepreneur, award-winning real 

estate professional, and motivational speaker.

Serving as the National Head of Agent Development at 

Compass, Skye is currently creating an agent training 

curriculum based on the principle that real estate is 

more about creating connection and caring for people 

than it is about selling houses.

Skye is also the founder and host of the popular 

motivation and accountability group, The 6AMERS, 

which brings together thousands of agents across 

the country in the early hours every week to learn 

frameworks for developing a healthy mindset, reaching 

their goals, and achieving their own happiness.

AFFILIATIONS

• Real Estate with Heart

• Leading with Kindness

• Motivation & Accountability

• Growing a Real Estate Business

• Conscious Co-parenting
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@skyemichiels

@skyemichiels

MISSION/VALUES 
Skye’s mission is to cultivate 
kindness, empower leaders, 
and ignite the sparks to 
generate massive happiness. 
He helps leaders propel their 
teams with positive mindsets 
to improve not only their work 
but also their internal culture 
and lives. 

VISION 

A world in which people see 
love and kindness as the 
source of strength and power.

Igniting sparks. Empowering 
leaders. Cultivating Kindness.”“
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PODCASTPUBLICATIONS

Real Estate with Heart
Coming Fall 2022

Real Estate with Heart is a comprehensive guide to 

building effective teams that align with your personal 

values and concept of success, not anyone else’s. 

Skye Michiels stepped into real estate as a teacher look-

ing to make some extra cash. His side hustle turned into 

a passion and a full-tme career—with powerful results. 

But he found there wasn’t much information on how to 

find growth or build a team in the industry. And it was so 

easy to get caught up in others’ ideas of achievement, 

rather than finding success on his terms.

After launching his own team and businesses, and 

training countless agents, he’s written a book to fill 

those gaps and share what he’s learned.

With flexible guidelines, firsthand accounts, and invalu-

able insights that apply to teams of all sizes, Skye pro-

vides a custom-built framework to launch your team or 

take it to the next level—and do it all with heart.

Hosted by Skye Michiels and Emily Bossert, The 

6AMERS is a community dedicated to helping each 

other achieve both professional and personal goals 

by starting with a positive mindset and practicing 

healthy-selfish habits every day.

In this podcast, they’re bringing the 6AMERS to you—at 

whatever time you want to listen! 

Whether you’re in real estate, the startup world, or just 

appreciate watching the sunrise, join Skye and Emi-

ly each week as they interview industry and thought 

leaders and unwrap the habits and teachings that have 

made them successful. Subscribe and listen on every 

major platform. 
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